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EVERY ADVENTURE  HAS A BEGINNING…
Flying down a mountain?  Zipping across the sky?  Aiming for something higher?

Virtual?  Nope. It’s real. It’s a National Jamboree.

[JERRY]
WOW! It is great to finally kick off our first contingent meeting. The theme of the 
2023 jamboree, “Forward” is a nod to what happens in units nationwide.

It also reinforces one of the Summit Bechtel Reserve’s purposes of helping to 
redefine Scouting’s adventure for the next century. Participants of the 2023 
National Jamboree will experience that difference every day.

Good morning, I’m Jerry Bru, Northern Star Scouting’s Chair for the 2023 National 
Scout Jamboree, and I am excited that you’re all here with me and my contingent 
leadership team. 
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WHAT EXACTLY 
IS THE 
JAMBOREE?

The Jamboree is like what Brennen described. In fact, it’s been around since 1937 and its 
held every 4 years (unless there is a Pandemic, and that’s happened twice!).  And in 241 
days the National Scout Jamboree will begin!

Scouts from all over the country attend the Jamboree to celebrate everything from 
Scouting’s heritage to our core values. And when you get 20,000 Scouts in one location that 
share and believe in the Scout Law and Oath, it becomes a safe haven. And that safe haven 
enables you to explore the rich landscape that once was a mining community, and all of the 
great activities the Summit Bechtel Reserve has to offer.

Someone once told me that the Jamboree is like going to Disney World, except, you get to 
sleep in a tent, make your own dinner, trade patches with scouts from all over the country, 
go whitewater rafting, zip down a ½ mile zip line, learn how to build a rocket, take a 
welding class, shoot a black powder rifle and other shooting sports, go mountain biking or 
if you prefer BMX biking or spend the day at the skate park, or relax at the lake stocked full 
of fish while fishing, or you can even take a merit badge class. There is so much to do and 
so much hiking.

And because the Jamboree is so vast, we have to adhere to the rules set for high adventure 
bases when it comes to physical fitness. You may be hiking up to 8 and sometimes 12 miles 
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a day. Your Scoutmasters will be discussing the physical fitness expectations over the next 
few months.
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MEET YOUR CONTINGENT LEADERS
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BEN CODER 

EXECUTIVE SPONSOR

JERRY BRU 

COMMITTEE CHAIR

KIM SHANNON

CO-CHAIR MARKETING

KATIE DETTMANN

INCLUSIONARY CHAIR

RICH GREINER

TRAINING

ELLY SOUKEY

TRAVEL

[JERRY]

Before we get too far into our presentation, I’d like to introduce you to your 
leadership team.

• Ben Coder is our Professional Scout, and is our connection to Northern Star 
Scouting’s professional services, registration, and coordination between local and 
national services, and overall, Ben is a great guy.

• Kim Shannon is our Co-chair and is responsible for our social media presence, 
marketing messaging, and is the Scoutmaster for the Boys Silver Troop.

• Katie Dettmann is our Inclusionary Chair, responsible for ensuring our contingent 
values are secured through our overall values in scouting. Katie is also the 
Scoutmaster for the Boys Green Troop.

• Rich Greiner is our Training chair and Senior NSJ advisor.
• And last, Elly Soukey is our Travel and Logistics coordinator.
• As we go through our presentation, I will be introducing each Scoutmaster in 

more detail.
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MEET YOUR CONTINGENT LEADERS
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KIM SHANNON

BOYS SILVER TROOP

KATIE DETTMANN

BOYS GREEN TROOP

DAVE KRAMER

BOYS BLUE TROOP

STACY FOREMAN

GIRLS RED TROOP

ASM ELISSA AGGEN
ASM GARY DRESSEL
ASM BRIAN PETERSON

ASM JERRY BRU (Float)
ASM JONATHAN BOOROM
ASM SALLY JENSEN
ASM BILL ARMSTRONG

ASM MARIYA BERQUIST
ASM JOHN LEWIS
ASM TODD SUDHEIMER
CHAP KRISTY MANN

ASM VICKI JUREK
ASM MANDY BUSSE
ASM CARI HUMPHRIES

[JERRY]

Later this morning, our Scouts will be breaking out with their Scoutmasters and 
Assistant Scoutmasters (ASM’s).

For now, let’s have each Scoutmaster introduce their ASM’s:

Scoutmaster,  Kim Shannon from Silver troop?
Scoutmaster, Katie Dettmann from Green troop?
Scoutmaster, Dave Kramer from Blue troop?
Scoutmaster, Stacy Foreman from the girls Red Troop?

Thank you.
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OUR CORE VALUES

• SAFETY

• INCLUSION

• TRAINED AND PREPARED

• MOUNTAINTOP EXPERIENCE 
FOR EVERYONE

[JERRY]
And now let’s dive into what’s  important to the 2023 Northern Star Scouting 
contingent. I’d like to introduce Scoutmaster Kim Shannon from the Boy’s Silver 
Troop. Kim is a 2021 Silver Beaver recipient, has been awarded the District Award of 
Merit, is Wood Badge and IOLS trained, and is the Scoutmaster for 9263- her home 
troop in Lakeville. Aside from scouting, Mrs. Shannon enjoys playing in her 
community concert band.

[KIM]
We hope that you will notice an overarching theme during our presentation, and that is our 
values and that as adult leaders, our youth are our top priority.
Safety is always first, both physical safety, as well as emotional safety of all participants, 
with a primary goal of keeping our youth safe.
Inclusion meaning that we want to make this experience accessible to as many as 
possible, making every effort to accommodate the needs of all Scouts.
Trained and Prepared meaning that both as leaders and Scouts we will do all we can to be 
ready for whatever may come our way during this experience, all of us embodying the 
Scouting Spirit through the Scout Oath and Scout Law. 
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All of this in order to make this a Capstone or Mountaintop experience for everyone 
involved, especially those coming with an open mind to new opportunities and experiences.
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• December – March monthly unit meetings
• January 5th 6 PM - Parent update
• March 23rd 6 PM - Parent meeting
• May 5th – 7th - Shakedown
• June 17th - Final Parent/Scout meeting
• July 15th - Wheels up
• July 19th - July 28th National Scout Jamboree
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IMPORTANT DATES

[JERRY]

To outline some important dates, I’d like to introduce the Scoutmaster for the Boy’s 
Blue Troop, Mr. Dave Kramer. With more than 30 years of Scouting, Scoutmaster 
Kramer became a Silver Beaver recipient in 2020, has won the District Award of 
Merit, was Scouter of the Year in 2002, is a second time adult contingent leader for 
the National Scout Jamboree, and is currently serving as the committee chair and 
Assistant Scoutmaster for unit 3623.

[DAVE]

• Beginning next month, each unit will begin their face to face meetings. These 
meetings are important because it allows our leaders and scouts to get to know 
one another. It is a time to share our ideas and expectations about the Jamboree 
experience, and decide who our youth leadership will be for our units. Please 
check your email from your Scoutmasters for the exact dates for these meetings. 
Although not a requirement to attend all of these meetings, they are critical to 
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the success of this project. And any scout who wishes to become youth leader for 
their contingent unit should attend as many meetings as possible.

• In Early January and in March, Mr. Bru will be holding a zoom fireside meeting to 
provide updates and answer questions on where we are with the Jamboree 
project.

• One of the great ways to prepare for the National Scout Jamboree is to hold a 
Shakedown where all our contingent units come together in fellowship for a 
weekend at Sterns Scout Camp. The shakedown is the only official event where we 
as a contingent will be working together to sort out equipment. This is the event 
where we hand out shirts, day packs, duffle bags, hats, and patches. We also go 
over critical training for our youth leadership, evaluate the condition of each unit, 
and ensure that everyone is prepared and safe for the journey.

• June 17th will be an in-person meeting held here at Basecamp to go over the final 
details of the Jamboree.

• Although not finalized, we anticipate leaving for the National Jamboree on July 
15th for the touring portion, then off to the Jamboree on July 19th returning to 
Minneapolis on July 28th.

• And lastly, as a reminder, please continue making payments to the Northern Star 
Scouting payment portal. More on that later.

Back to you Mr. Bru.
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TROOP 
ORGANIZATION

SENIOR PATROL LEADER

ASSISTANT SENIOR PATROL LEADER

QUARTERMASTER

HISTORIAN

CHAPLAIN’S AID

PATROL LEADERS (4)

ASSISTANT PATROL LEADERS (4)

[JERRY]

Jamboree units are a bit different than home units in that we use a more direct, adult 
leadership hierarchy as Scoutmaster Stacy Foreman will explain.

Ms. Foreman comes with a wealth of experience. Scoutmaster Foreman, has been in 
scouting since 2010, is a BSA triple crown recipient - having been to all of BSA’s high 
adventure bases, and is a BSA 50 miler club member. Scoutmaster Foreman is Wood Badge 
and IOLS trained, is an Assistant Scoutmaster for unit 9232 - a boys unit, and Assistant 
Scoutmaster for 7733 which is a girls unit. Outside of scouting, Ms. Foreman loves to travel.

[STACY]

Jamboree units are often called Super Troops because they encompass the best of scouting 
values. However, because of the limited amount of opportunities we get to meet before 
the Jamboree, we run the units a little differently. Plus, the travelling aspects of being in a 
large metropolitan area like Washington D.C., having to adhere to tight schedules, travelling 
in large groups, and other safety concerns amount to more responsibilities for the adult 
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leaders. Because of these reasons and more, units are directly managed by our trained, 
adults.

However, as Scoutmasters, we all agree on the value of developing our youth leadership. The 
National Scout Jamboree encourages youth lead leadership when it’s appropriate. Their 
mission as ours is to use the Scout Jamboree as a training ground for youth leadership.

Each Scoutmaster will have the opportunity to select a Senior Patrol Leader, and Assistant 
Senior Patrol Leader, a Quartermaster, Historian, Chaplain’s Aid, and up to four Patrol 
Leaders. Each Patrol Leader will be able to select their Assistant Patrol Leader.

Your Scoutmaster will provide more information on each position during the breakout 
session and future unit meetings. We highly encourage each of you to consider applying for a 
position if you strongly feel the need to lead. More information on each position is in your 
packet.

Mr. Bru?
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CODE OF CONDUCT
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[JERRY]

Not only is Scouting rich in values like the Scout Law, but with a project as immense as the 
National Scout Jamboree, the committee and the Scoutmasters have all decided to include 
with the Jamboree experience a code of conduct.

And to explain in more detail is our Scoutmaster of Green Troop, Katie Dettmann. 
Scoutmaster Dettmann was awarded the Silver Beaver in 2021, was given the District 
Award of Merit in 2020, is Wood Badge and IOLS trained, and a National Scout trainer at 
Philmont Training Center. Mrs. Dettmann has also participated as an Assistant Scoutmaster 
at the 2019 World Scout Jamboree.

Welcome, Mrs. Dettmann.

[KATIE]

The 2023 National Scout Jamboree will be full of exciting adventures and opportunities to 
challenge ourselves. When we think about these types of opportunities, we must always 
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make smart decisions that are aligned with Scouting values. 

The code of conduct will act as a guide when we are faced with difficult choices…and we 
want to continuously set a good example for others to follow, even if they are not part of our 
contingent. 

The code of conduct sets the expectations for both Scouts and adult leaders. The Jamboree 
also has a specific code of conduct that all participants are expected to follow.

Violation of these standards place participants at risk for being sent home at their own 
expense.

Therefore, as a requirement to be part of Northern Star Scouting’s 2023 Jamboree 
contingent, both the parent and the Scout need to read, agree, and sign the code of conduct. 
Please remember, we are all volunteers and our highest priority is the safety and wellbeing of 
our contingent. The Code of Conduct is in your packet. Please have it completed and signed 
and turned in by your first unit meeting.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding the code of conduct, please speak with one 
of the Scoutmasters or Mr. Bru.

[please add content as appropriate]

Thank you. I’m now going to turn this presentation back over to Mr. Bru, Ben Coder, and  Elly 
Soukey who will give us an update on travel and touring. 
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[JERRY]

• We will be spending 4 days and 3 nights in the Washington D.C. area, touring. This was a 
huge hit in 2017. 

• There is so much historical value to visiting areas like the Washington Monument, the 
Vietnam War Memorial Wall , the Smithsonian Institute, The Library of Congress, The 
Pentagon 911 Memorial, Arlington National Cemetery and The Tomb of the Unknown 
Solder, and much more.

Mr. Coder, and Ms. Soukey can you provide us an update on our travel and touring plans?

[BEN AND ELLY]
[Ben to provide an informative update on travel and touring]

[JERRY]
I’m going to hand this back over to the Scoutmasters so they can cover uniforming.
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COLLECTIVE STANDARDS FOR UNIFORM
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Travel and Jamboree Special Events

Touring Washington D.C. area

Daily Jamboree Activities

Footwear

General Expectations

[KATIE – LEAD, KIM, DAVE, STACY]

Travel and Jamboree Special Events (opening and closing shows, etc.)
BSA bottoms or other olive green (as approved by your Jamboree Scoutmaster)
BSA socks
BSA Uniform Shirt appropriately patched *see note below
Jamboree troop neckerchief
Jamboree troop hat
BSA belt
Closed toe shoes
Nametag

Touring D.C. 
BSA bottoms or other olive green (as approved by your Jamboree Scoutmaster)
BSA socks
Jamboree troop shirt
Jamboree troop hat
BSA belt
Closed toe shoes
Nametag
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Jamboree
Any appropriate bottoms (Scout, athletic shorts, etc.)
Scout or Scout appropriate t-shirt (no sleeveless)
socks
Closed toe shoes
Credentials
Nametag

General Expectations
Hats are removed when indoors
Uniform shirts are tucked in
Uniforms should be clean and relatively unwrinkled 

Notes
Uniform patching
Jamboree shoulder patch
Messenger of Peace (if earned)
OA flap (may be Jamboree specific)
World Crest
Temporary Jamboree patch (sewn on)
Jamboree troop numbers
All earned religious emblems
Jamboree position patch
Trained patch (if appropriate)
Up to 6 earned knots  From Scouting magazine: “Knots are worn in rows of three. The BSA 
recommends that the number of knots be limited to three rows of three (a total of nine 
knots).”  We originally said 6 knots, but it seems that the standard is 9.  

Footwear
Close-toed shoes are always required (Keen style are appropriate)
Socks must be worn with all shoes outside of the campsite
Footwear needs to be appropriate for lots of walking every day
Hiking boots are not necessary but may be comfortable to extensive walking
Crocs are only acceptable within the campsite and for showers and can be worn without 
socks.  Personally, I regretted not having them at World as it would have given my feet a 
chance to breathe.
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PERSONAL GEAR
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Contingent Provisions

National Jamboree Provisions

Personal Gear

Clothing

Optional Gear

[DAVE – LEAD, KIM, STACY, KATIE, RICH]

What the contingent provides:
• Day pack;
• Duffle bag;
• Contingent patches (council strips);
• Two activity shirts;
• We might provide collared touring shirts;
• Tents

National Jamboree will provide:
• Historically they give out participant patches;
• Cots (not to keep);
• Cooking gear (not to keep);
• Food;
• Dining fly

• Personal gear – discuss this topic loosely:
• National historically publishes a list before Christmas;
• Sleeping bag (lightweight in stuff sack with 30 degree rating is good)
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• Eating kit (plate, bowl, and spork are adequate)
• Reusable lunch bag (Disposable plastic bags will not be provided.)
• Two 1-liter clear water bottles
• Toiletry kit (keep it small)
• Two bath towels
• Two hand towels 
• Two washcloths
• Flashlight
• Sunscreen
• Non-aerosol insect repellent

• Clothing:
• Two COMPLETE uniforms (Uniform Shirt, Pants/shorts, belt and socks)
• Long pants (required for Messengers of Peace Day of Service)
• Good, broken-in hiking boots
• Lace-up shoes (lightweight sports)
• Sandals (with toe bumper ex: Keens, etc)
• Rain gear (simple, lightweight)
• Scout headgear
• One jacket or sweatshirt (synthetic is good)
• Two sets of sleep clothes
• Five pairs of underwear (synthetic/athletic type)
• Three to five Troop T-Shirts (produced by Northern Star Council). More will be 

available for purchase
• Casual activity shirts (antimicrobial synthetic is good)
• Two or three pairs of hiking socks (and/or sock liners)
• Two or three other pairs of socks
• Swimsuit

• Optional Gear:
• Air or travel pillow
• Water shoes
• Sunglasses
• Solar charger (highly recommended)
• Reading Material / Religious materials 

LABEL EVERYTHING!!
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• Jamboree is a mountain-top experience – and at 
the heart of it all is what it means to truly be a 
Scout.

• Since 1937, national jamborees have brought 
youth leaders together from all over the country 
and the world to share the bond that is Scouting.

• Jamboree is an adventure that will challenge you 
to go farther than you ever thought possible. But 
you can. And you will. 
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FORWARD –
TO ADVENTURE

THIS IS

THE BEST OF SCOUTING
ALL IN ONE PLACE

[JERRY]

Our tradition of the jamboree delves deeply into what it means to be a Scout.

For over 85 years, the National Jamboree has brought members from all over the 
country and the world together to share the bond that is Scouting.

Each jamboree grows in numbers and in adventure, adding more and more 
activities for Scouts to turn into memories.

At this time, we are going to breakout into our separate units for the remainder of 
this kickoff meeting. Parents, please stay here. We have a few topics we need to 
discuss.
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NEW RIVER GORGE AREA
WEST VIRGINIA

UNIT BREAKOUT

SILVER TROOP – KIM SHANNON
PAIGE A

RED TROOP- STACY FOREMAN 
PAIGE C

BLUE TROOP – DAVE KRAMER
UPSTAIRS – MISSISSIPPI 

GREEN TROOP – KATIE DETTMANN
UPSTAIRS – MINNESOTA 



PARENT ONLY MEETING

• PAYMENT SCHEDULE
• SCHOLARSHIPS
• PARENT COMMUNICATIONS 

PROTOCAL
• Q&A
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https://www.facebook.com/NatJamboree23

https://www.instagram.com/natjamboree23/

https://twitter.com/natjamboree23?s=21

Look for the Jamboree on the Web and  Social Media

Jamboree.Scouting.org
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